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Explore the spatial and temporal variability of the 
neutral thermosphere at altitudes of 325 - 400 km, and 
investigate how wind and density variability translate to 







3How Measurements are Made
• Obtain values for all variables in the drag equation
• Near-spherical shape creates attitude-independent cross-section and coefficient of drag




























• Launch: September 29th, 2013
• Separation from the Lightband Adapter Bracket: 
October 30th, 2013 (Minimum Mission Success)




Health Checkout Magnetometer Verification Torque Rod Verification 
1/9/14
Loss of Contact






– Identify which object was DANDE
• 28 objects
• No GPS position
• Object C’s (DANDE) TLE was not updated 
for several days
– Satellite health checkout
• Separation Timing
– Targeted separation over Maui Optical 
Station
– Lack of GPS required careful timing





– Verify the magnetometer’s magnetic field readings
– Needed independent knowledge of DANDE’s orientation
• Torque Rod Verification
– Verify that firing the X and Y
torque rods produced the 
correct response 
– Data was difficult                                                                                                          
to downlink 
• Scope 
– Increase in predicted mission 
lifetime led to scope creep
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Training
• Entirely student team
– Approximately 150 over the 
course of the mission
• Experience 
– STK, SolidWorks, MATLAB, 
Altium, Thermal Desktop, C, 
Bash
















• Each operator should be reasonably proficient at each task
– Any group of operators can do a good job
• Integrate the operators with the engineers early 
– Engineers need perspective
• Talk to past operators
– Operators need experience 
• Assist DITL debugging
• Consider the needs of the operators from the beginning





• Beacon interval of 15 seconds
– Useful for tracking
• 24% of all data downlinked was beacon data
• Beacon data should be intended for operators
– Not all fields were useful
• Some implied by reception 
• Amateur submitted beacons
– ¾ of total beacon count
– Thousands more partial beacons
– First and last contact
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Autonomous Operations
• Consider how the satellite acts without operator commanding
– Issues requiring active operator management
• File generation 
– Controlled power usage
– System stability
• Contingency planning
– What happens if an error occurs
• Robust and thorough safe mode
– Handle many errors
– Prevent exacerbating those errors
– Can remain in this mode indefinitely
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Ground Station
• Training does not replace actual experience
• Operations team had little “stick time” with the ground station
– Ground station team separate from operators until launch
• Operators did not learn quickly
– Debugging handled by ground station engineers
• Suggestions
– Have operations team 
assist pre-launch testing
– Take the time to let 
operators work through issues
– Let the newer operators run 




• Entirely student team




– Met Minimum Mission Success
– Continued for two months thereafter
• Lessons learned
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